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Project
High-traffic car park requires long-term protection

Protecting the Manors Multi-Story Car Park (MSCP) in Newcastle-upon-Tyne since 1989, the DECSEALDECSEAL

combined waterproofing and wearing course system and SAFETRACKSAFETRACK HWHW high friction surfacing system

have not only retained their appearance but continue to perform well, providing effective long-term

protection.

This is despite the six-story reinforced concrete structure being subjected to a high level of traffic in a busy

area of Newcastle close to the city’s main shopping area and the recently redeveloped Quayside.

Car park owners invest in preventative maintenance

Prompted by some minor concrete deterioration on Level 1 of the car park, the car park’s owners,

Newcastle City Council, were looking to carry out a program of preventative maintenance. Well aware that

any future, unexpected refurbishment of the car park would not only be costly but could also cause a

lengthy closure, inconvenience to patrons and a considerable loss of revenue, the council specified fully

compatible METASETMETASET concrete repair, DECSEALDECSEAL waterproofing & wearing course and SAFETRACKSAFETRACK

 HWHW high friction surface finish, all based on unique ESSELACESSELAC  advanced resin technology, to repair the

damage, protect the structure from future deterioration and provide the required skid resistance.
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Rapid-curing waterproofing helps speed up project completion

Developed by Stirling Lloyd (now GCP Applied Technologies), the METASETMETASET rapid curing repair mortar was

used to repair the damaged concrete decks prior to the application of the subsequent coating system. Then

the DECSEALDECSEAL  system was applied to the exposed top deck, providing both waterproofing and a hard

wearing surface. The SAFETRACKSAFETRACK  HWHW skid resistant surfacing system was then applied to the

intermediate decks and ramps, with a heavier duty aggregate being incorporated on the ramps between

levels to provide a higher degree of skid resistance.
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The systems’ ease of application and rapid curing characteristics meant that 20,000m  of surface area

could be applied to the six levels of the car park well within the specified seven-week project timescale.

Recent inspections show that despite the continual high traffic levels and exposure to rain water, highly

corrosive salt deposits from winter gritting operations on the local roads, exhaust fumes and high shear

forces from braking, the SAFETRACKSAFETRACK  HW HW and DECSEALDECSEAL  systems remain well bonded to the deck and are

performing extremely well.

Based on this experience, the Newcastle City Council has elected to use DECSEALDECSEAL  systems on several

other car parks.
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This document is only current as of the last updated date stated below and is valid only for use in the United States. It is important

that you always refer to the currently available information at the URL below to provide the most current product information at

the time of use. Additional literature such as Contractor Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Detail Drawings and detailing

recommendations and other relevant documents are also available on www.gcpat.com. Information found on other websites must

not be relied upon, as they may not be up-to-date or applicable to the conditions in your location and we do not accept any

responsibility for their content. If there are any conflicts or if you need more information, please contact GCP Customer Service.
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